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1

Overview

1.1

THE PROBLEM
Microsoft have produces a VERY secure Operating System in Windows 10. They have a
recommended method of of using it securely but regrettably I have never seen a computer
manufacturer supply a new computer with instructions on how to set this up.
If this is not done correctly your computer is FAR more vulnerable to being compromised
than it was intended to be. Adding anti-malware software goes some way to mitigating the
additional and unnecessary risk but does not replace the security that you already have,
but are not using.

1.2

USER ACCOUNTS
Microsoft, in common with all current Operating Systems, manage security by having
“User Accounts”. Each account has associated privileges which determine what the user is
allowed to do.
There must be at least one User Account created on your Windows computer for you to be
able to access it. When you run a manufacturer's initial set up program an initial account is
created during this process.
There are two types of User account which are intended for different purposes.
1. An Administrator Account is intended (and required) to be used for updating and
maintaining the computer
➢ This account is a member of the Administrator Group
➢ There must always be at least one Administrator Account on each computer and
this bypasses many of the inbuilt security features so that, for example, new
programs can be installed or existing programs updated.
➢ An Administrator Account is TRUSTED by Windows. That is why you MUST
NOT use it for general day to day work. For home users there is typically only
one Administrator account.
2. A Standard User Account is intended for day to day use.
➢ This account is a member of the User Group
➢ There SHOULD always be at least ONE User Account on each computer
➢ There can be more than one User Account on a computer if there are two or
more people sharing a computer.
 Unless one user deliberately allows it one Standard user does not have
permission to access another Standard user’s data.
Almost every aspect of Windows operation is regulated by Permissions.
All Standard User accounts belong to a Users Group and membership of that Group sets
the Permissions which control what that user is permitted to do.
All Administrator accounts belong to an Administrators Group which grants far more
extensive Permissions to members of that group of accounts.
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1.2.1

Permissions
Permissions control whether an attempted operation is permitted, or not, on a resource such
as a file. An example is an attempt to access file:
➢ If a file has Read Only permission any attempt to write to that file will be rejected.
➢ If a file belongs to another User then access will be denied unless explicitly granted
by the owner
➢ If a file is marked as being a program (an executable file) it needs Administrator
Permissions to install it or make changes to it.
Permissions may be granted at a Group or individual account level.
It should be evident that changing a permission is only possible if the account attempting
to change that permission actually has the permission to do so.
An Administrator Account usually has permission to change, or override, any
permissions on a resource whether they own the resource or not.
The administrator account will also typically need, and will have, fewer restrictions than a
user account.
For example a program running with Administrator privileges can install software on the
computer and can even install it so that it runs silently when the computer is rebooted.
This is what malware does.
You are totally reliant on having anti-malware software to prevent this happening if you
always use an Administrator account.
A User Account can only change permissions on a resource that they own.
A program running with User Account privileges cannot directly install any software as
the installation folders are protected from writing by their permissions so Malware is
prevented from installing any persistent software. This is without any anti-malware
software being present.
Attempts at installation will usually result in a prompt to enter the Administration account
credentials. In other (now rare) cases you will need to logon to Windows with your
administrator account
This is not a nuisance – it is essential protection
Note that programs can still be run but cannot be persistent.
This is the key to understanding the purpose of have two User Accounts and using them
correctly.
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2

How to set up a new machine correctly
When running the initial set up on a new computer be aware that it is the Administrator
Account you are creating and NOT the one you should normally use. It is all too tempting
to use your own name i.e. the one you plan to use for all your work. Ideally you should
create a new name for this account e.g. John-Admin whereas you actually want your
account name to be John. You just need create this account later!
This is exactly what all computer manufacturers initial setup will initially create
without telling you the risks and without encouraging you to set up a second account
as a Standard User.
If you have done this already using your intended normal user name – don’t panic. It is
possible to correct it later – see Section 3.
The setup process typically wants you to use or create or login to a Microsoft account so
you are actually logging into Microsoft every time you use your computer. I don’t have
too much of an issue with this, although I choose not to do it. This applies especially as
you are creating your Administrator account first. Why would you want to use a Microsoft
account here? This however is a personal decision.
Recent updates have made the option to AVOID using a Microsoft account increasingly
difficult to find. I have not (yet) had to set up a new computer since the most recent
updates but the reports on the Internet suggest that the only way available now is to avoid
connecting to the Internet when initially prompted to do so. It will eventually allow you to
continue with a Local Account. You can connect to the Internet later.
Once you have created this first account you will need to login to Windows to complete the
setup. I recommend that you connect to the Internet and let all the updates happen before
you go onto the next stage.
The final stage is to use Settings/Accounts to create your user account. This must be a
Standard User

2.1

MULTIPLE USER ACCOUNTS
If the computer is going to be used by more than one person then it is probably preferable
to set up more than one User Account, one for each user.
All the accounts will share the same set of programs. It is very difficult (not impossible) to
make some programs available to one user and to prevent the other one being able to use it.
It is however easy to customise the Start Menu panel for each user so they have easy
access to their own preferred set.
Unless explicitly allowed User Accounts are unable to access another User’s data. If data
needs to be shared a special set of folders called Public are accessible to all User and
Administrator account(s).
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Changing the initial user from Admin to
Standard User
If you have made the very common error of creating the first user account with the name
and password you really want to use as your normal user account but has been created as
an Administrator Account all is not lost.
You will need to perform a number of simple steps. These will make your computer as
secure as it is intended to be.
1. Logon to your computer using the account that was initially created as
Administrator and you now want to make into a Standard User Account.
2. Create a new Administrator account that you will in future use to make changes to
your computer.
a) Follow the steps given in this link Create a new User Account to create a new
user account that will become the new Administrator account
i You will need to choose
• a name for the new Administrator account
• a password for the new account – your security depends on this being
a “good” password (a mix of letters and numbers and punctuation)
• You will need this password to install any new software
• Select suitable security questions from the list and invent appropriate
answers that you can remember in case you forget this all important
password. You will need to select 3 questions!
• This will create a new Standard User account
ii You now need to convert this account from Standard User to
Administrator.
• This is described in this link change account type to Administrator
3. You now need to sign out from your existing User Account and sign in with your
new Administrator Account so you can change your initial account from
Administrator to Standard User
a) This time however use the link change account from Admin to User to see the
steps to take
4. You will then logout from your Administrator account and login as your original
account but now it only has Standard User privileges
a) You will now be MUCH safer
If you are a member of the Gerrards Cross Computer Club you can of course use our forum
to get further, and more specific, advice.
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